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A space is Bake if every nonempty open set is cf second category* Every T1 space 
& she%% to have a T1 Bake extentdo&, arki those Hausdorff aqaces vrith Hausdmff B&e 
extertsions w Gharacterizek If a MausdorfY space has a Hausdorff kire extenjion, then 
its ‘pornin H-ciosed extension is a B&e spy. A problem b) Mioduszewski issolved by 
giving an example df a minimti Hausdorff space that is the clouutable union of minima! 
Ha&o@, nowhere den,se subsets. Every regular (not necesciialri& Tl) space is shown to 
have a regular Baire erstension if and only 5;’ every T3 space has a I3 B&e extension. 
Every completely regular (not necessarB& Xl) space is showlrr to have a completely regular 
Baire exteceon. 
Ah@S ubj. Class.: Priiry 54C20,54D30 
. 
Bake sryiace topological extenfsion 
ln OGr paPeT ti$‘e investigate when 21 space with property P has a Bake 
extens&m Gth y, operty P where P = T1, Hausdorff and IreguEar. In the 
sec;“c’:rnd sectir~n, we: show that every T1 space has a T1 Baire extension, 
but ;h,QJ”e ;r’3 **J-, spaces with no strict T1 Baire extensions. In the third 
sec.‘ltkm we &&cterize those Hausdorff spaces possessing a Hausdorff 
Bti,r~ exten&n., and show that a Hausdorff space has a Hausctorff B 
extension if’ azrd only if the Fomin H-closed extension is a Baire exten- 
sion. Also, IIS_ this section, ;3n example of a minimal Harrsdorfl” 1 
is the countable union of minimal Hausdorff, nowhere dense s 
gi”enl thus solving a problem by Mioduszewski. In the last section, 
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prove that every regular (not necessatiy T* ) space has a regular Bake ex- 
tension if and only if every TJ (regular plus TI ) space has a I’3 hire ex- 
tension and that every complete& regular (not necessarily T,) space has 
a completely regular Baire extension. These results in the last section 
a partial solution to the prriblem in f 141 of whether every regular 
space has a regular Baire extension. We now give a few topological defi- 
nitions and preliminaries that are needed in the sequel. ‘(I ’ 
ce is of fzrst cate&ry if it is the countabie uniofi of closed, 
nowhere dense subsets (equivalently if there is a countaqle family of 
open, dense subsets with void intersection); otherwise; aspace is of 
~ste~:snd category. A B&e space is a space in which every tionempty open 
subspace is of second category. 
A filter base consisting of open sets is called an open filter base. An 
open filter is a filter on the lattice of all open sets of a space, and an 
open ul6mfilter is a maxims1 clement, which ex@ts by Zorn’s lgmma, 
among the set of open filters partially ordered by g&t iriclusion. An open 
f”tlter bas42 3:is point-finite if 9 as a f&miiy of open sets Is point-finite. , ” 
If 3: is a filter base on X, the adherence of FF, denoted as ad %(&me- 
times, ad* Y) iis (l(clF: P E CT). A filter base is said to be fixed (resp. 
” pee) if ad F # 8 (resp. ad Y= $9). ’ 
A subset A C, X is re&ular opepz (resp. regulclr cbsed) if A = int (cl A) 
Qresp A = cl(int A)). Now {A & X : A = int (cl A)} forms an open b&s 
(see [h, p* 138 I? for a topology on X; X ‘with this new topology- is de- 
noted as Xa. A space X is semiregular if X = X,, :A space is qqu&..eguhr 
if every nonempty open set contains a nonempty regular closed set. A 
T3 (resp. Tychonoff) space is a regular (resp. completely regular) T1 
space; neither regularity nor complete regularity implies T1 l A splace X
is Ro if {cl{ p) : p E X) is a partition of X; X .is R1 if for x, Y-E X such 
that cl {x} f: cl(y), then x and y hsve disjoint n~&hborhoods [ S,t. As 
r-wed in [ Sl 3 a ~;ular space is RI and a RI space is R, . Tkrougllout the 
sequel, we shall use, without reference, th.e ;Following we&known facts: 
(a) A completely regular space is regular, aud a reg&r spa* is quasi- 
lar and semiregular. 
(b) A compact, reguk 7 space is normal and completely regular. 
(c) A normal Ro space is compktrly regular. 
tion. For CI sp ace X, the jbllo wing are equivulen t: 
0 W-finite open cover Of X is Zoca~ly finite at u 
(c:) Every poW$inite open cmer of X is locally jkite at a dense set 
of p0ints [ 71. 
(dl) The udherewe oj every countable c.npen jilter base with empty &- 
temec tiun is nlo where dense. 
(e) The adherence of every point$izi.te open filter base with emply 
kww?ion is nowhere dense. 
(f) Every nonempty reg&r Optin set is of second czategory. 
(g) Every mmempty regub closed set is of second category. 
P’roof. The equivalence of (a), (b) and (c) is shown in [ P&7). Clearly, 
@) iimpks (d), and the proof of the equivalence of (;a), (f) and (g) is 
straightforward. 
(a) * (e). Assume, by way of contradiction, that 9 is a point-finite 
open filter base such that II Y= (8 and int(ad 9.f ;f; 0. There is a sub- 
family $j = Cu, : n E N) of 9 such that Z& > L’n+i for n E N. Since FF is 
point-finite, n 9 = 0. Since int (ad? ) C, int (ad $$ ), V 2 int (ad 9 ) # 9. 
Since V \ &Jn is closed and nowhere dense in V, V= U (V \ I& : n E N} 
is of first category,, a contradiction. 0 
(d) - (a). Assume, by way of contradiction, th:iit there is a nonempty 
open set U iln X. that is of fi’ist category. So U = U{K,: n E N}, where 
K, is closed and nowhere dense in U. For n E N, left; 
V”=E/HJ(Kj: 1~~i~n).ThenQ=(V,:n~N) kacountableopen 
fiber base on X silt that fI !F = $. Also, intx ad* 9 = U # $3, a contradic- 
tion. Cl . 
Let lli’ be a space and A, B C, X. Al is reguiurl’v embedded in B if 
~3.14 C, B. An open filter base F on X is regular if for each idi/’ E 9, the 
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A3 Y E 9 such that V is re:gularly embedded in U. A regular, open filter 
is sknply called a regular filter. 
1.2. Coroby . If X is quasi-regularr nd Y is a countable ope.r-1 filter bus 
on .Y mcrh that n Y = Q) ard int (ad 9) # 0, then there is Q free coerntabk 
repha filter b Ise 9 on X such t!zat 9 6, 6 w!lere 0 is the j?lter generated 
bY!ii 
Proof. Let 9 = { V!% : n E N) and V = int (ad’? ‘). Let iti, = U n I/, . T’here 
is a nonempty open set IV2 such that cl W, I U n T/“, n W,. By induction, 
we can obtain a family $j = {W, : n E 3) of ~tonempty open sets such alit 
CJ’ w, +j G Un V1+! n W,. $j has the properties tated in the inclusion 
tha coroIhrjC cl 
1.3. CC&~~JL (a) A qwsi-regular spuce in which every countable regulw 
filter hme is fixed ris .&ire. 
(b) A compact qumi-regtrklv space is &ire. 
I> 
A space Y ii; an extensioiv of a space X if X is a subspace of Y and 
clkrX= Y. ForpEY,let 
(~rn~t~~~es densted by0 5 )L For p G Y, CP is an opefi filter, and for 
X, OJr is the set of open neighborhaads ofx in X., Frequ&tly, tlhe 
points of YtX will be open fitters, say 9, on X, and 0’ will be ?. Far 
each open subset V in X, let 
V’= {/.?E Y: VE@j; 
Et i;r, easy to verify that for open sets iI* V C, X, 
~=U{CcY:@openandGnX~~}, 
SO ( V* ; V open in X) forms an open basis fb.i ziW&ology loin Y; Y with 
this new topology is denote&by Y#. An ext~s&isn Z of X is ‘&ilect‘ Mcr 
if2 = Zk”. Here are some properti&of Y*. 
l Parts (a)-(d) are well-known (see [3,17j). 
t V be a countable open filter base on Y# s-u& thalt 0-9 = 0.. 
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By (b), ‘3 is a countable open filter base on Y and ady F = ady,9. lf 
there is an open set tf in Yil; such that 17 5 adyAt y, then V is open in Y 
and k’s ad* 9. Since Y is Bake, V = 9. Thus, ady#. F;7 is nowhere dtme 
in Y#. By Proposition 1.1, Ye is a Ba,ire space. 
(f) Let IQ = {U”: U E 7 } and V = intx(adx7)- Now $j’ Is a countable 
open filks base on Y. By (b), it follows that X n adyS = adx% Since 
Q)fYc~l~~Cad~S,by(b)wel~ave~f~~Cad~Q.SinceYisa 
Baire space, there iis a p E n $J. Since (fig) n X = 1119 =0, we tave 
p E Y !X. It follows that 9 ‘c OpS Cl 
If M is a family of open filters on a space X, ther! there is a strict exten- 
sion Y (denoted by X(M), in [ 141) of X such that Y W =A4 and for 
5% M, 0” = 9. Also, for an open set U in X, 
1.5. Propmition. If M is the set of qm ultrafilters m a space X with 
empty in tersa ction, then 
(a) X(M) is a strict Baire e.xtension of X [ 141, 
(b) if X is Htmdorff, then the subspaces X(M) \ X is Tychanofl: 
&GGf. As noted above, X(M) is a strict exteiision; X(M) is sh;)RNn i [ 14) 
to be a Baire space, The space X(M)\ X is a subspace cDf the Stone: -Cech 
compactificauion of the’ absolute of X (see [ 11 I); hence (b) follojws. 
A Hausdorff space X is H-cl~s& if it is a closed subset in every hiaus- 
dorff superspace ( quivalently, every open filter on X is fixed). A. Haus- 
dorff space X is countably H-closeeI if every countable open filter base 
on X is fixed. By Cforollary 1.3, we have the following resuk 
1.6. ~opc&km. A qua&e@&, mm tab& H-closed splluce isBatie. 
If M is the set of all free open ultrafilters on ;a Ham3dorff sl ELe X, then 
the ex tenskn X(M) is an H-closed extension (see [ 8 :f ) of Xr X ; 
noted by OX and called the Fkmin zxtensl:on of X. 
1.7. Prcposi&oa [ 173. Ij _Y is a Hausdqff space amd U Ls an open subset, 
then 
A Hausdorff space: X with no coarser HausdurC tqEroi[ogies s called 
~~~~~~ kkzu,scrlorj.j*, Another result that is needed in the sequel is the 
following. 
cond author expref.ses his thanks to the lkpartitient of Mathe- 
anatics a)r Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University where this 
was written while he was on sabbatical leave from the Ulniversity of 
#S. 
2. T1 Baire extensions 
In this section we show that every T1 space has a T1 Baire extension. 
First, we use a lemma to show that every Hausdorff $pace has a ,T, Baire 
extensi.on with a Hausdorff remainder. This extension ‘method 5s modi- 
fied and used to derive that every T1 space has a Ti 1B’aize kxtension. 
Finally, azz example of a Hausdorff spzke with no stti~$‘ir~ Bati cxterk 
sion is given. 
Reicall that a family of open subsets of a space’X is a psewdo-base if ~ ‘_ 
each nonempty owil set U of X contains a nonetipty element’ of 98.. 
od. Since q is a pseudo-base for X, a set is den& In X if and c$y if it 
is dense :in Y. So every dense and open subset of ~isdsa d&n$itt‘ &d open 
in X implying that if X is a Baire space, then so is Y. Conversely, suppose 
that Y is a Baire space. For each n E N1 let UR be opkrf arrd dk+& in X. 
Let bl, =: int Y ( Un 1. Sime 92 is a pseud ) clx VA1 2 U,,* SO v’ is dense 
in X, and hence in Y. Since n ( s;*,: n E dense igl Y, n(& : PI E N) 
is dense in Y, and hence in X. CI 
n. Every Hmsdmff space has a T1 &tie extension with a 
hider subspace. 
c/of. Let X be a Hausdorff space, and M the set of open ultrafi’ilters 
with empty intersection. By Proposition 1.5, X(M) is a aire extension 
of X. Let Y be the set X(M) ylus the topology generated*by (u*‘rA: u 
open in X, A a finite subset of&?}. Clearly, Y is a Td extension of X. To 
show that Y is a Bairrz space, it suffices to show by Lemma 2.1 that 
(V”: V open in X} is a pseudo-base for Y. Suppose C&4 # Q, where u 
is open in X arid A is B finite subset CA%?; so there is a point x E U. If 
U c l.! {adx% : % E A), then since adx Cu is at most one point in a 
Mausdorff space5 U is finite. But if 6/ is finite, then the point .Y is isolated, 
and for some V E A, x E ad*% . Since ,‘r’ is isolated, x E (1 ?c, a contra- 
diction,as(bV=@forafX 29~M.Sothereisay~I;/=U\U{adx~:3CEA3 
Since A is finite, there is ok. ~elnr neighborhood W of y such that for each 
% f A, W $ g. It easily follows thaty E (Vn IV)* 5 Ii”\A. By l-5, 
X(M) \ X is HausdorZ, and since Y \ X ihas a larger topology than the 
topology of X(M)\ X, Y \ X is also Hau:;dorff. El 
The extension Y described in the proof of 2.2 is not necessarily a Baire 
space when X is only T,. This happens when X is N with the cofinite ’ 
topology; in this case, N(M) is a one point extension of N, and Id is open 
in Y. So the extension construction developed in the proof of 2.2 will 
not work In general when the base spa,ce X is T1. 
Proof. Let X be a T1 spat ‘e, ;snd M the set of open ultrafilters on X with 
void intersection. Let Y = X w (IM X a& where ml is the first uncount- 
able ordinal. For each open set U in X, let 
u+= Uu((3L,ar): WE% ,crE #I}. 
Now {(I%4 : U open in X, A finite subset of M X q) is an open basis 
for a topology on Y, and Y is a TI exitension of X. Assumei by way of 
con&ad&ion, that there is a family {iur, : n E W) of open dense subsets 
of a nonempty Gpen set W such that f’I{ Wn : tz E N) ,= 0. By Zorn’s lem- 
ma, thqe is, for each /z E N, a maximal family O,, of pairwise disjoint 
basis: open subs&s of FVn of the from U+\ A, where U is open in JL and 
A is a finite subset 0fM X wl. Now F;, = !J { V: U+\A E O,,) is 811 opt1 
sub& of (W n X)*aDd is dense in (IV A X)” by the maximality of C,, . 
Simx X(M) is Wire by i 3, there is 5’OZ M n (nib;,: IZ 44 N)) as 
Xn (f’l{B$: n E I%)) = 0. So for each yt E N there is U&4, E O,! such 
that 9l E 0’;. hfavv {at: (V, CJ) E A, for some n} is cou&abls and has an 
gaper bound fl in m1 * %E follows thak VI&, fl+ I) E U~U, 5 Wn for each 
N; hence fl(W,,: n E N) # 0, a contradiction. Cl 
By 1 .J, if Ifp is a It;Eaire extension of X, ahe strict extension Y# is also 
a Zaire extension. However, if Y is T1, it may.nat be true that Y# is Tli 
$3~ a natural question is v&ether a TI space has a strict T1 Baird exten- 
sion, This question is answered with the following counterexaml~le. 
2A Ewmple. Let X be the unit interval with the t~polor;y generated by 
the usual togolow plus Q (b X as an ogen set, X is not a43aire space but 
is !k:losed. Assume, by way of contradiction, that Y is a T1, strict B&e 
extmkm (of X. Led 
oaf, There is 6 family .{V,: PZ E N) of open dense subsets of X such 
that f3 {V, : n E N) is not dense an X. Now {U,” : n E IN} is a family of 
open dense subsets of Y; so 63 = C! {l/G: n E N) is dense in Y. Assume, by 
way of mntradictiun, that D \ X is ctountable; so D \ X = (p,: n E N) . 
Shc=e ‘if is T1 and an extension of X,, {U,*\(p,) : n E N} is a family of open 
dense subsets of Y; SOD fl X = 6)(U~\(pn): n E N) is dense in Y. But 
DnX=n(v,:n~N) is not dense in X and hence not in Y, a contra- 
,diction. Thus card YLYP cardD\X 3 Hf. 0 
3. Hausdorff B&e tswtmsions 
In this section, we investigate when a Hausdorff space has a Hausdorff 
B&ire extension and give a solutioe to a problem proposeid by Mioduszeuvski 
[WI 
&t X be a space, A a nonempty set, and) for each X E A, 0, a maximat 
family of pairwise disjoint open sets of X. f 0,: X E A) is called vanish- 
ing if n(lJ 0,: h E A) = 0. The proof of the next proposition is straigk 
forward. 
. 
3.1 e Proposition. A space X is Baire if and only if no nonempty open set 
contains a vanishing coupt able set of maxlrlrzal families o,f pairwise dis- 
joint q2en sets. 
4& space X is called H-bounded if for every countable vanishing seh 
W . of E N) of maximal famihes of pai,rwise disjoint open sets, there is 
a f&e open filter 9 on X such that O,n 9 # $ for every rr E N. 
3.2. ‘I%&~wL Let X be a Hausdorff space. The follaHwing are equivalerx 
(ip) X ks a HausdorffBaire extension ; 
(b) the Fomin extension OX of X is a Baire space; 
(c) every nonempty tegular-closed subspace of X ice H-bounded. 
Prmfm Clearly, (b) implies (a). 
(a) =G (b). Let Y be a Hausdorff Baire extension of X. For p E Y\ 
let 3t, be a free open ultrafilter on X that containsOP. Also. let 
:pE Y\X).Then.X!E4J _ ‘7 C 0-X 2~3 Z is a Hau~dorff 6x- 
assume, by way of COMXWG&,NI, that Z is ttlrlt 8 Bake 
n there is azr* open subset C/ of Z a11161 8 family { tllx : 82 E N? of 
bsets of W wch that fi {Wa : n E N) = 9. Fw e&l 
here is an op&n set U’ of x in X suizh. that 
u; a= Ll,w {?lp: UX E CIEJ c ?Vfl. Let C,, = (b$: SC E H& n X) and 
: U E a,), where U+ = uu {*DE S’IX: UEsV~;Pk3w v-, 
in Y and dense iin (W n X)+ iis VH f? X = Wn f7 X is d&k@ in 
hence in (W 67 AT)*. Since Y is a Mre’space, there 3, . 
n E W). Since 
,Wn(n(~~:rr~N))=Xncn{w,:12~#)‘)=,9, 
havep E YW. For each n E N there is U’ E 0, such that P.E U$ 
s cd, E t:,’ C u/n and ?cP E tl{ Wn: n E ‘Pi), aconkadiction. SO Z is 
4rq space. But every extqn,tion of a Baire space is Baire 19, “l’he~drem 
tJS9. k aX is a Bake space.~ 
(c). Let A = dx c’, where U is a tionemgty open si;b& sf X: 
Let {On: n E N) be a vanishing set of maximal families of pabwise dis- 
joint open subsets of A. Let ’ . 
I$# = U{(VR CT)*; VE 0,); 
{ Wn: n E N) is a family of open dense sets of$. Sir~ce OX is a Bake 
? 
aw, fl(F4$; WE N) # j& But I * 
Xn (fl(%&: nEN))E’h(U&: rd%j=@ .’ 
So there is 4u E bX\X) n (n(M$: n E N)). For each yE EN there is 




r on A ;suc-h that 9 n c)n + &forteach n E N. - ., 
me, by ‘way of contradiction, that OX is not a ~a& 
n there is a nonempty open set U G E and open-dense. sub-. 
M E N) =‘ $8. RT eachk E N there is a 
disjoint open sub&s of ?$$ .c -X’su& b 
. SWY (an: p1 E pU)-.& 8 &)~n&fjl&.~~ish_ 
>” 
airwise disjoint tipen subsets of A E bx u, 
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there is a free open filter 9 on A :uch that T n 8, jt Q for Ievery n E 
There is a free open ultrafilter 3y on X containing {U n I;‘: F E 9 }. Let* 
V*E 7fW,.$r;rert VflE?C anci?t E V;TC W,.So?CECfr{W;I;nEN}, 
a contradiction. 0 
3.3. Remr~k. .ActuaJly, in the proof of ;:a) =P (b) of Theorem 3.2, we 
have shoofrru that. if Z and Y are extensions of a space X (not necessarily 
Hausdorffj and there is a continuous ujection f’: 2 -)r Y such that 
f(%) = x for x E X, then 2 is a Baire space if’ Y is. 
hof+ (a) Let 9 = {U,: n E N) be a cocmtable open filter ba.se or. X 
such that f’W = Q and Q # U = int(ad T). IFor each n E N, I/ o Cl’ is 
open and dense in clU. So there is a maximal family 0, of p&wise 
disjoint open subsets of U n Un; also, 0, is vanishing. <Hence there is a 
free apen filter a on clU such that SK r~ 6, # Q for every 19 E N. So 
‘U n-u c?. gic for every n. Now (U n kk H E e() is a free open filter base 
on X and.is contained in a free open ultrafilter % on I”;:‘. Clearly, 
TG IX l 
(b) Assume, by way of contradiction, that A is an H-closed subspace 
of X and int A contains a first-category open set U. By 1.7, 
So q* 5 ?I* n X = U, Implying U” = b7. Since OX is a Baire space, U’ = U 
is not o!’ first categoyf$ a contradiction, tI
A~tuaUy, it is possible to show th3t a Hausdorff spw satisfying 3*4(a) 
also satisfies X4(b). On the other hand, it is not possible to improve 
3.4(b) to the s@tement that if X has a Hausdorff Bake extension, then 
every H-closed subspaGe of X is d Baire space. This ks easily shown to be 
true by &o&dering the space X = R*, where U G X is open if (x, r) E LC 
y = 0, implies these is Q > 0 such t).Bt ( (X-Q, x+dmw (--a* 
if x is rational, and (2) (x - a, x + a) X ( a) S U if x is irmtion& let 
the topology be discrete at all other points. Clearly X 
$pace. since a discrete space is Baire and extensions of 
Theorem I . li 5 3, X is a Bake space. SO, trivially, X has a Haus- 
txtaynsioh, but by Example 2.4,the subspace {(x, 0): 0 G x G 1) 
-closed subspacc that is not Bake, 
ve an example of a Hau&orPf spgice X satisfying 3.4(a), (b) 
g a Hausdorff Bake extension. 
the real line with the topology generated by the 
plus Q as an open set. Let Yfl ‘be a cogy of Y,and 
IV). CZtarly X is a Hausdorff -space. For each n G X, iet 
the tisual projection To show that X satisfies 3,4(a) and 
ment above, let 9 *5 {W’: n E IV) be an open 
W = (8 and V = int[adS) t7t: 0. There are non- 
fori= 1,2, .*., n, for some y1 E N, such that. 
n(7r;a1(Wi):  = 1, 2, . . . . n) C, I? 
oaf. It suffices tol show for a quasi-regular Hatidorff space X that the 
Fomin extensiw VX is quasi-regular. Let II/ be a nonempty oyerl set of 
OX. There is a n~r~empty open set V of X such that ?I’* C U. Sir-ice X is 
qua&regukw, there is a nonempty open set W of X such that clX W G V. 
By 1.7, 
Using the same proof as in Theorem 3.6, we obtain the following re- 
sult which overlaps with [ 1, Theorem 2.3 1. 
3.7. Corollary. Let X be a space, and M a set of open ultrafilterS Contain- 
ing all the free open ultrafilters on a quasi-regular space X. Then the e’x- 
tmsion X(M), as defined before Proposition 1.5, is quashregular ant! has 
the property that every open filter on X(M) is fixed. Ir! particular, X(M) 
is a Bake space. 
If a Hausdorff space X has a Hausdorff Baire extension 1 , then by 1.4 
the strict extension, If(# oT X’ is also Hiausdorff and Baire. So a Hausdorff 
space has a Haus&&f Bai,rc extension if and only if it has a strict Haus- 
dorff Baire extension. It fdkws in particular that the Hausdorff space 
with no strict TY Rair~ e%ex&n ‘m Example 2.4 is also a Hausdorff space 
with no Hausdo~f< Bait N;erssion. In fact, the space in Examplq2.4 is 
H-closed; so it PQ.S tflo no.r:+%ial Hausdorff extension and is the countable 
union of cIosed WYN!~~E:~ &SW subsets. Miodiszewski [ 161 has shown 
thztt ‘110 nonemyty .Fkkx~ed spxe is -the countable union of compact 
nov&e.re dense ~~~.&s~aces, atrd has proposed the problem of proving o; 
disprov$ng that a.n H-closed space is n,ot the countabie union of H-closed 
” ncbhxe dense subsyaces.. To this en& Dickman and Porter [6) have im- 
proved MioduszewskI’s result by showing that an H-closed space is not 
the cqulitable union of O-closed nowhere dlense subsets (a subset of a 
~%Rw&&’ space is O-closed if every point not in the subset has a closed 
neig.bb~&!~& disjoint from the subset). W’e complete the solution of 
M;zod~s~~~&$s problem by giving an example of a minimal Hausdorff 
(i.e.? k&-&see6 and semiregular) space that is the countable union of 
minimal Hausdorff, nowhere dense subspaces. 
3.8. Example. Let I be t!:li: unit inter ~4, Q the set of rational numbers, ‘ 
x=,rx(8}u(U((Qnf)x{~):fi~~N~). 
A set UC X is open if (x, k) E U implies that there is an open set V of x 
in the usual to;lpology on I ~ch that 
(1) fork = 0, 
(2) for k = 1. 9 th ere is n E N such that. 
(3) for k = -1, there is n E N such that 
(v~~Q)x~-l)u(U~(YnQ)X~~):j~-~a))-Eu, 
(4) for Ikl> 1, 
(VnQ)x{k}UL 
Clearly .K & Wausdorff, and it is stra$&tforward toshow th& X is gxni- 
rqgular. Since a finite union o,f H-cllased sub&aces i  IK-closed, tal -sh&w 
that X is H-clol$ed it suffices to showv that the subspace 
* 
b H-closed. Let 0 be an open cover of’ Y. For each (x, k) G Y there is an 
t U(x, k) E 0 such that (x, k) E-U&, k). There -is. an spe’n set 
V(x, k).of x E 1 such that (I), (2) or (4) fs t&e with-f&$x%% t&U’@, k). 
(V(x, k): x E I, k = 0, 1) is an opefi cow iif-1 w&a fWte4ubcoWr 
1 V(x, k): x E F, k = 0, I}, where F is finit& It *foNowu :%h& there .is n &N 
such that 
E U{U(x, 6): x i F} u ( (~1~ U(x, 1): x E Fj). 
i 4 n - 1, the subspace J X {O] U (Q n I) X (i) is EMosed; 
hence there is a finite subset G 2 IX (N U (0)) such that 
n l) x {i}: 2 G i G PI - 1) 5;:U(cl@(x, k): (AT,-k) E 6). 
Thus t3he closures of a finite subfamily of 0 covers k’. Since 
Z = J ,“E(: (0) U (Q n I) X { -- ],I} is an H-closed, sekregular nowhere dense 
subspace, X -I {{ y): y E X \ 2)) is the countable union of H-closed, 
semiragulax, nowhelre dense subspaces. 
4. Regular Bake extensions 
Ckie of the motivations for investigating regular Bake extensions is a 
problem proposed by McCoy [ 1 .4] of proving or disproving that every 
regular space has a regular Baire ex tension. Theorem 3.6 is a partial solu- 
tion to this problem. Other partial solutions and a reduction of the prob- 
lem are given in this section. 
In general, if Y is a Baire extension of a space X (e.g., Y = .X(M ) as 
constructed in IS), there n:;!,y be points p E Y \X such that ad*@’ # 0. 
For x E adxOP it seems, in :,ome sense, that the point p is a duplication 
&’ the point x. In fact, it would seem 
discarded and that the new extension 
that such points in Y \ X could be 
Z = X u {p E YU': adxOP =(,8} 
would also be a Baire space. However, in general, this is not true for if X 
is the space in Example 2.4, and Y = X(M) as coinstructed in 1.5, then 
2 = X is-not Baire. But if the base space X is quasi-regular, then 2 will 
also be a Baire space as shown in the following result. 
4. I. PkQpotition. Let X be a qetasi-regular space, Y an extension 9f X, 
and Z tk subextetision X U { p E Y \ X : ad, OF = 0). T&ens Y is CI B&e 
space if avrd only if 2 is a Baire space. 
Proof. If 2 is a Baire space, then by [ 9, Theorem I. IS], Y is a Baire space. 
Converselty,,suppose that Y is a Baire space an,d assume, by way of con- 
tradiction, that 2 is not a Bake space. Then there is a nonempty open set 
0 in Z and open dense subsets W,, of U such that r) (U’ : n E 
each 12 E N, there is a maximal family 0, of paiswise disjoint open sub- 
sets ,of UR n X such that clx V G Un R X and V” G Uq (V” is defined to 
be v\J{p E ;i%f: V!XP,}) for each Ve 0,. Let 
where v” = V tt (p E Y LX: V G O$JM Since Wn is ,open and dense in 
Cv, n X)+ a& hence in (Un x)+, fl{k&: n E N) + Q. But 
sothereispEY\Zsuchthatp~n{W,:nEN).SopEV,*forsome 




Thus, by Proposition 4.1, if Y is a regular Batie.extendon f X, then 
without loss of generality we can assume that the neighborhood trace of 
points of Y \ X on X are free regular filters. Ef Y is a T3 Baire extensilon 
of X, therl 
card{ Y \X) < card {?I : Gt is a free maximal regutk filter on x) . 
Our next result indicates that too few of the free ma%itraal regular filtkrs 
on a quasi-regular space X forces X to be Baire, 
define the function 7 : .X 3 r.. by #y(x) = elx, and let rX have the quotient 
topology induced by 7. A set A G .X is saturated if kill = 7-l (cu(,4 )). 
4.3. Proposition. Let X be an I$,-spcirce. T%en: 
(a) rX is T1. 
(b) y is a hor;Pzeomorphisvn if and only if X is T, . 
(c) rX is Hausdorff ifand only if A” is RI. 
(d) Open gets and ciosed sets are saturated. 
(e) 7’%e quofient function 71 is open and closed. 
(0 X is regular if and only if rX is regular. 
(g) X ris completely reguhr if and only if rX is completely regwkar. 
(h) X lis rromaf vand only if rX is normal. 
(i) X &s Bairn IJCand only if rX is Bake. 
(j) X is compact if and only if f;ly isl; mnpact. 
[k) If Y is an R, extemion of X, then the function j : rX + rY 
defined by j(& I 2) = ~1~ p is a dense embedding map. . ’ 
Roof. The proof is striaghtforward. 0 
l 
4.4. Ckmlkq~ If .X is T3 and Y is a regukzr Baire extension of Jr, then 
rY fs a T3’ Bake extension of X. 
4.5. Lemma. Let X be RO, and Z a T3 extension of rX. There is a reguku 
extension Y of X such that r Y is homeomorpkk to 2. 
Roof. &et Y = X u (Z\rX). The set 
formsan open basis for a topology on Y. CkxSy, Y is a strict extension 
ofXJinceZisT3 andXisRO,clyp=(L;)forp~ Y\Xandc~~x=cIxx 
for x. E X. T~IJS rY = (Y\ y) u rX = Z By Proposition 4.3(f), it suffices 
to show that rY and 2 are homeomorphic. Let U be a basic open set in IV. 
Then 
is open in rY. But (VW) u ‘yx(Un X) = (‘yx(UBq Xj)* is a basic open 
set in Z by 1.4(d). Let I/* be a basic oplen set in %, where V is an open 
subset of rX. Let U := ?;W’( V) and IV =: U U (p E Y’l X: ‘7x(u) E 0 $!I. 
Then W is open in Y and 
r,c:W)=(W\X)u”yX(~nX)=(W\X)u V= v* 
* open in r Y. Hence rY and 2 arc homeomorphie. n 
Proof. One direction of part (a) foliiows from Corollary 4-4, and the 
other direction of part (a) follows from Lemma 4,s and Proposition 
4,3(i). If X is a completely regular space, then rX is Tyehonoff by 
Proposition 4.3(a), (g). Letting 2 be the Qone-tech compactification 
of :X in Lemlma 4.5, -we obtain an esitensiun Y of X Sit is compact 
and completely regular by Proposition 4.3(g), (j): A eomp‘act Gmpletely 
regular space is Baire by Corollary 1.3. c3 
Proof. The statement of the corollary folIovvs immediately .frorn Theorem 
4.6(b) and the fact that a normal RO space is compktely regu1ari.a i* ‘i 
> . 1- 
In [ 13 1, Krom proves that a normal regular space has a regultir Raire 
extension; Corollary 4.7 is an improvement of this r-e+, even tlkugh 
“R$’ and “regularity” are equivaient in the nor-&al&yseMng, as the exm 
tension cpaice of 4,<7 isalso compact, ’ c ‘1 ‘1 . 
By Theorem 4.&(a), the problem of SpavingT’or d&provingthat every 
ular space has a regular Raire extention is redukd tti pr&itig that 
very T’s space hss ,a T3 Bake extenGor$ this h&r’&tement is ‘tr&& 
ated to investigating for a T, space X the exterki~n X(P) (d&fined a’f- 
ter ProporGtion I .4), where F is a family of free regular filters with the 
ty*thatif9’,$&Fand9+Q,thereisFe3: andCEQ such 
G = (k The natural set R7 to investigate is the set of all free max- 
rs; this particular extension is denoted by aX and wac; 
androff 
rsed 
[ 21 l Werrlich’s [ lOj example sf a T, space X
extension is an example crsf aTi spkcesuclr, that. &X 
is not regular; other examples are given in [2,0]. Even so, we are able to 
prove that CUX is Bake. 
Pwo~. Since ~2 = X(F), wh.ere F is the set of aiS free maxima! regulal 
filters, then CUX is a strict extension of X. The proof that d is I-IausCorff 
is straightforward. Assume, by way of contradiction, that rirX is not a 
Baira‘space. Then there is a nonempty open set V of ctX and open cknse 
subsets & of c/ for n E Pi such that r) { Un : n f PI) = 0, Let Ii,‘1 be a non- 
empty open subset of X suczh that W; G Ur. Given a nonempty open sub,- 
set Ii& of X such that Wi G Un, let IVn+l be a nonempty open subset of 
X such that IV;+; G Ufi+1 and clx ?Un+r C I#$. Mow 9= (I+$: l;t E N) is a 
free regular filter on X and is contained in a free maximal regular fi1tlz.r 
%!~arXtX.Now CUEW~C:U~ foreverynEN;so?LEn{U,:nEN), 
a contradiction. This shows that UCX is a Baire space. To show that aX is 
semiregular, let U be open in CWX and ip E U. There is a semir~~~gular open 
set VGV’ such that p E Y’ G U. It suffices to show that 
intax cl,* $r* G V*. ket 4 1~ in&cl, I? There is a WE 0.4 such that , 4 
W* S cl,,V*. Now 
so 
Hence Q 62 W* C Y*, implying int,xcl,x V* S V’. 0 
By the nature of the proof of Proposition 4.8, it foHows that aX of 8 
quasi-regular space is Bake. To obtain a T3 Fpace X without a T3 Baire 
extension, it follows by Theorem 4.6 that X’ not be completely regular. 
The number of examples of T3 spaces that are not completelor regular 
or B&e is small, Herrlich’s [ 1 O] example of a T3 space without a Ts- 
closed extc;nsion is a Baire space. We have been able to prove that an ex- 
ample by Hewitt [ 19, Example 921 of a T3 space on whiclr ever)- con- 
tinuous real-valued function is constant (and hence the space is not 
Tychonoff) is not Baire, but we have not been able to detzrmine if this 
space has a T3 Baire extension. 
We conclude by pointing out another kind of investigation f Baire 
space xtensions dotne by Reed [ 181, where he gives necessary and suf- 
fkient conditions fcnr aMoore space to be densely embedded in a Moore 
aire space, and to be densely embedded ina devellspable Nausdorff 
aire space. 
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